SERTA ESSENTIALS II - WARRANTY INFORMATION
In this warranty: “Adjustable base” means the adjustable base foundation sold by L&P to the dealer. The “adjustable
base” does not include the mattress. “L&P” means Leggett & Platt, Incorporated. “Purchaser” and “You” both mean the
consumer who is the original purchaser of this adjustable base made by L&P. This warranty is not transferrable.
Warranty Commencement Date” means either (i) the date You purchased a new and unused L&P adjustable base or (ii)
the date of manufacture of this adjustable base if You purchased an L&P adjustable base that has been used as ﬂoor or
display model. L&P warrants this adjustable base to You on the terms and over the reducing periods of time set out
below. All warranty claims require notice from You to be given to L&P in the manner set out below and to be received
by L&P inside the applicable warranty time period.

For the first year from the Warranty Commencement Date, your adjustable base is warranted against non-excluded
defects in L&P’s workmanship or materials. During the first year from the Warranty Commencement Date, L&P will
repair or replace (at no cost to You) any defective adjustable base part and L&P will pay all authorized labor and
transportation costs associated with the repair or replacement of any parts found to be defective.

During the second through fifth year from the Warranty Commencement Date, L&P will replace defective
electrical/mechanical adjustable base part(s)* not excluded by this warranty. You are responsible to pay all service and
transportation costs related to the costs of receiving and installation of the new part(s)*.

Starting in the sixth year from the Warranty Commencement Date and through to the end of the 10 th year from the
Warranty Commencement Date, L&P will replace, within the terms and conditions set forth in this warranty, our
adjustable base electrical/mechanical part(s)* found to be defective and not excluded by this warranty. You are
responsible to pay all service and transportation costs related to receiving and installation of the new part and a portion
of the cost of the replacement steel and mechanical part, based on the number of months that the base has been
owned by you since the sixth anniversary of the Warranty Commencement Date. By the end of the 10th year, no portion
of the replacement cost is covered by L&P. You will be required to pay 1/5th of the then-current replacement cost of the
part multiplied by the number of years past the fifth year from the Warranty Commencement Date. This portion is
calculated using the following formula: Cost of the part divided by 5 (being the number of years in years 6 to 10
inclusive), multiplied by the number of years you have owned the base since the end of the first 5 years. For example: if
you make a claim for a part eligible for this warranty in the 7th year since the Warranty Commencement Date, you
would be responsible for paying: $100 part cost divided by 5, multiplied by 2 = $40.00.
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SERTA MOTION PERFECT II - WARRANTY INFORMATION
Your Serta® Motion Perfect®II Foundation adjustable base is warranted by the manufacturer against defects in
materials or workmanship for a period of two years from the date of purchase to the original Purchaser. During such
time, the manufacturer will repair or replace, at no cost to the original Purchaser, any warranted part found to be
defective by the manufacturer, in its sole discretion. This includes all pre-authorized labor and transportation costs
incurred with the repair or replacement of any part found to be defective.

During year 3 through 5 from the original purchase date, the manufacturer will replace any part on the adjustable base
found to be defective, to the original Purchaser. The manufacturer’s liability is limited to the replacement of the
efective electrical/mechanical part(s)* ONLY with the Purchaser responsible for all service, installation, and
transportation cost of said part(s).

Notwithstanding the above, the manufacturer extends a 20-year warranty on mechanical base parts found to be
defective on a limited basis as defined herein. Specifically, the manufacturer warrants that for a full 20 years from the
commencement date of this warranty, any defect in the workmanship or the materials used shall be covered. For
purposes of this 20-year warranty, it specifically excludes the cover, platform, legs, actuator lift motors, massage
motors, control box, remote controls, power supply, and power supply cords. The purchaser shall pay 1/15 of the
current MSRP of the replacement part, or the entire adjustable base if deemed irreparable at the sole discretion of the
manufacturer, multiplied by the number of years after the fifth year from the original purchase date. The
manufacturer’s liability shall be limited to the replacement of the defective part(s) ONLY with the purchaser
responsible for all service, installation and freight costs for said part. This warranty does not apply to Serta® Motion
Perfect®II ﬂoor models.
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